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Galaxy Groups and  
Clusters 

Abell!1689!



Brightest!and!most!massive!!

Centrally!located!!

Higher!velocity!dispersions!
than!normal!ellipiAcals!
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Brightest Group 
and Cluster  

Galaxies 
(BGG/BCG) Giant!early)type!galaxy!



Hierarchical structure formation 
model 

Lacey!&!Cole!(1993)!
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GAMA!
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~300,000!galaxies!!
r!<!19.8!mag!
Over!~290!deg2!
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Sample:  
 

883 BGGs/BCGs at z<0.3 
in halos 

1012.5Msun<Mhalo<1015Msun 
from  

the Galaxy And Mass Assembly survey  
(GAMA, Driver et al. 2011) 

 



! ! !Taylor!et!al.!2010!

Stellar!Mass!!

!! ! !!!!!!Gunawardhana!et!al.!2013!

Emission!Lines!!

From Spectral Energy 
Distribution (SED)�

[NII/Hα] and [OIII/Hβ] �
�

BPT: Kewley et al. (2001)�
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GAMA catalogues 



! !!!!!Robotham!et!al.!2011!

Groups!and!Clusters!

Halo Mass and 
position of the 
Central galaxy�
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GAMA catalogues 

•  Groups!are!selected!by!an!
adapAve!friends)of)friends!
algorithm.!Tested!with!

mock!catalogues.!

•  Mhalo!~AσhaloR50!
!



De Lucia & Blaizot (2007) 

Accreted Mass�

Mass built through 
star formation �

Semi-Analytical models predict dry major mergers as  
the source of growth since z=1  
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ObservaAons!

Theory!

Thanks!to!Lidman!et!al.!2012!!

Collins et al. (2009) 
Stott et al. (2008, 2010)!

De Lucia & Blaizot  (2007) 
Laporte et al. (2013)  
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BGG/BCG M* - Mhalo relationship 

Slope: 0.32 +/- 0.09 
883 BGGs/BCGs 

group multiplicity >5 
  0.09 < z < 0.27 

!

Previous work:  
Lin & Mohr (2004):    z < 0.09,   ~0.26 
Brough et al. (2008):  z < 0.1,     ~0.24  
Hansen et al. (2009): 0.1 < z < 0.3, ~0.3 

Lidman et al. (2012): 0.63+/-0.07 
0.05 < z < 1.6 
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Oliva)Altamirano!et.!al.!(2014)!
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z!=!0.3!!!

z!=!0.0!!!

BCG!Progenitor!

BCG!now!

    Measuring the Stellar Mass Growth  

Mass$prog$
Mass$now$
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z!=!0.3!!!

z!=!0.0!!!

Progenitor!
Mhalo=!1014Mo!!

Progenitor!
Mhalo=!1012Mo!!

Cluster!now!
Mhalo=!1015Mo!!

Cluster!now!
Mhalo=!1013Mo!!
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z!=!0.3!!!

z!=!0.0!!!

All!the!clusters!!
Are!observed!at!different!redshi_s!

Same!mass!

Model!to!evolve!the!cluster!mass!to!a!common!z:!
Fakhouri,!Ma!&!Boylan)Kolchin!(2010)!



In order to make an accurate comparison we select all the 
halos of similar mass at z = 0 
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Halo!Mass!

BGG/BCG!Stellar!Mass!

Halo!Mass!

<M*>!=!1011.18Mo!

<M*>!=!1011.14Mo!

<M*>!=!1011.29Mo!

<M*>!=!1011.34Mo!
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We find that: 
BGGs and BCGs have M* 

growth rate in the last 
 3 billion years is 

 
M*  low-z/M*  high-z 

=0.94�0.09  



Clusters 

Semi-Analytical models 
they do not take into account the M* - Mhalo relationship   
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Mass!of!the!BGG!now!



Clusters 
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Semi-Analytical models 
they do not take into account the M* - Mhalo relationship   



Clusters 
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Semi-Analytical models 
they do not take into account the M* - Mhalo relationship   

!In!agreement!with!Inagaki!et.!al.!(2014)!
who!found!a!growth!of!about!10%!!

between!z!=!0.4!and!z!=!0.2!

SAMs!suggest!a!30%!growth!since!z=0.4!
ObservaAons!suggest!a!10%!growth!since!z=0.4!

!



BCGs acquire their mass rapidly at early epochs�
�
              but the growth slows down in the last 5 billion years.�
                             �
                                              Oliva-Altamirano et. al. (2014)�
 �
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BCGs Star formation and AGN activity in 
 the last 3 billion years 
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~60%!of!the!BGGs/BCGs!show!Hα!in!emission!
!!
27%!of!the!galaxies!are!star!forming!!
27%!show!AGN!acAvity!



Groups$(i.e.$BGGs)$

Clusters$(i.e.$BCGs)$

25!Oliva)Altamirano!et.!al.!(2014)!
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The specific star formation rate in BGGs and BCGs  
it is not significant as to contribute on the stellar mass growth  

However!this!cannot!be!ignored!in!SAMs.!See!Tonini!et.!al.!(2012)!
!



Conclusions!
BCGs show no growth in the last 4 
billion years. 

27!
See!Oliva)Altamirano!et.!al.!(2014)!
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!Burke!&!Collins!et.!al.!(2013),!!
Lidman!et.!al.!(2013)!and!Edwards!&!

Palon!(2012):!
!

•  !BGC!stellar!mass!grows!by!major!
mergers!at!0.8!<!z!<!1.5!!

•  !BGC!stellar!mass!grows!by!minor!
mergers!at!z!<!0.3!!

!

Nevertheless!major!mergers!are!not!
impossible!to!occur!at!low!redshi_s!

(Brough!et.!al.,!2011). 

The importance of major 
and minor mergers in 

BCGs 
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Integral!Field!Unit!(IFU)!Spectroscopy!!



•   Angular momentum: 
SAURON �R 

 parameter,  
Emsellem et al. (2007) 

 
ATLAS3D ellipticity 

parameter 
   Cappellari et al. (2011)    

BCG are predicted to be slow rotators...  

31!

The!SAURON!sample!contains!only!9!galaxies!with!M*!>!1011.3Msun,!
and!only!1!of!them!is!a!BCG!
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Data 
9 BCGs and 3 of them with close similar 
mass companions.  
Observed  with VIMOS on the VLT, selected 
from SDSS. 

VIMOS IFU, VLT  



Kinematics 

Brough et. al., 2011, Jimmy et. al. (2013) 
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Fig. 3.— Left: Collapsed IFU images showing the full VIMOS FOV with the 1200 x 1200 boundary of the velocity maps highlighted in
blue. Right: Velocity maps of BCGs scaled to 1200 x 1200. BCGs are labeled with the letter A, the brightest companion is labeled B, and so
on. BCG 1048, as well as the companions of the BCGs in clusters 1027, 1048, and 1066 all show signs of rotation. Both companions of 1066
and 1027 were shown to be bound to their BCG neighbor in Brough et al. (2011) However neither outer companions are gravitationally
bound to BCG 1048. Bound systems are indicated with a star in collapsed IFU images. Velocities shown for each galaxy are relative to
the individual galaxy’s redshift, and not absolute across the whole system.

kinematic properties. In each collapsed IFU field-of-view,
the BCG is labeled with the letter A, and then brightest
companion is labeled B, and so on. BCG 1048 appears
to have one side very red-shifted and the opposite side
very blue-shifted, suggesting rotation. Note also that all
the companions in Figure 3 appear to exhibit rotation.
The velocity dispersion map (Figure 4) shows very high

dispersions in BCG 1048, suggesting a possible ongoing
interaction. We also see in Figure 4 a peak in the dis-
persion near the center of BCG 1261. This peak could
be the result of seeing both the positive and negative ve-
locities on either side of the axis of rotation in the same
fiber, enhancing the observed dispersion.

3.2. Angular Momenta (�R)

In order to quantify the rotation seen in some of the
BCGs mentioned above, we use the �R parameter devel-
oped by the SAURON team (Emsellem et al. 2007). This
parameter acts as a proxy for angular momentum, and
is defined as

�R ⌘ hR|V |i
hR

p
V

2 + �

2i
(1)

where R is the distance of the spaxel to the galaxy center,
V is the velocity of the spaxel, and � is the velocity
dispersion. The numerator acts as a surrogate for the
angular momentum L, and the denominator acts as a

mass normalization. The brackets in the numerator and
the denominator denote a luminosity weighted average.
The �R profile for each BCG and companion galaxy,

plotted along with the SAURON results, can be seen in
Figure 5. A higher �R value indicates higher angular
momentum. As expected angular momentum tends to
increase with radius, especially in galaxies classified as
fast rotators. Galaxies that fit into the Fast Rotator (FR)
category appear to have a convex profile as �R increases
with radius, whereas most Slow Rotator (SR) galaxies
have a concave profile. Most of our BCGs appear to
have profiles consistent with the slow rotator category.
�Re is the measured angular momentum at the e↵ective

radius. In cases where S/N of our measurements drops
below 10 before we reach 1Re, we assume that value of
�Re is the furthest measured �R in that galaxy. This
likely gives a minimum value for �Re because �Re tends
to increase with radius within 1Re as observed in the
SAURON results in Figure 5.
The SAURON survey was then followed by the

ATLAS3D survey, which refined the definition of a fast
rotating galaxy to take into account the ellipticity of the
galaxy, which the original SAURON definition does not.
According to the ATLAS3D definition, the threshold for
a fast rotator is

�Re > (0.31± 0.01)⇥
p
✏e (2)
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Fig. 4.— Velocity dispersion maps of each galaxy. BCGs are
labeled with the letter A, the brightest companion is labeled B,
and so on. Bound systems are indicated with a star. In BCG
1261 there is a rise in the dispersion in the center of the BCG,
suggesting that the velocity gradient seen in the velocity maps is
due to rotation.

(Emsellem et al. 2011). Where ✏e is the ellipticity at
the e↵ective radius (Re). Epsilon is measured by the
IDL routine find galaxy.pro written by Michele Cappel-
lari and available as part of the mge fit sectors package2.
The �Re vs. ✏e plot in Figure 6 shows our quantitative

determination of galaxy rotation. Using the ATLAS3D

definition, all galaxies above the blue line are classified

2 http://www-astro.physics.ox.ac.uk/⇠mxc/idl/

Fig. 5.— Angular momentum profile. Our sample of galaxies are
plotted with thick orange and green lines. The SAURON sample
is plotted in grey. We choose not to plot the full ATLAS3D sample
of 260 galaxies in order to keep the plot legible. Fast rotators
are plotted as solid lines and slow rotators are plotted as dashed
lines. Fast rotators have a convex profile, and slow rotators have a
concave profile.

Fig. 6.— Lambda at the e↵ective radius as a function of ellip-
ticity, also measured at the e↵ective radius. SAURON galaxies
are plotted as triangles, ATLAS3D galaxies are plotted as crosses,
BCGs from this study are plotted as squares, and Companion
galaxies from this study are plotted as plus symbols. The blue
line indicates the division between fast rotating and slow rotating
galaxies. We find that three BCGs (1048, 1153, 1261) and four
companions (1027, 1066, 1048) are classified as fast rotators.

as fast rotators. We find that 3 BCGs and all 4 com-
panions are fast rotators. Seven of our BCGs are within
1 standard deviation of the dividing line, causing us to
doubt their classification. For them we consider their �R
profiles to see if they are concave or convex in order to
make our determinations. By the curve criteria, we con-
sider 6 of these ambiguous galaxies to be slow rotators.
Giving us a final total of 3 fast rotating BCGs (30%) and
4 fast rotating companion galaxies (100%).

3.3. Dynamical Mass

Next we examine the relation between a galaxy’s dy-
namical mass and its �Re measurement. We determine

Jimmy et. al. (2013) 

~30% of BCGs are fast rotators 

34!

AMR simulations of  
Martizzi et. al. (2014) 

ε!

8 D. Martizzi et al.
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Figure 6. Stellar mass vs. star formation rate for the “star-
forming”BCGs. The simulations are compared to the observa-
tional data by Liu et al. (2012) (green squares). The BCGs with
reported SFR< 10!1 M"/yr are represented by upper limits
(the measured SFR is 0 M"/yr). The blue solid line represents a
power-law extrapolation of the sequence for star forming galaxies
measured by Brinchmann et al. (2004).
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Figure 7. Ellipticity (edge-on view) vs. angular momentum
probe parameter !r. This plot is used to separate fast rotators
and slow rotators: here the separation is represented by the black
solid line !r = 0.33 !

"
". Data from Jimmy et al. (2013) is also

compared to our results (blue circles).

One of the crucial e!ects needed to reproduce the properties
that match those of real BCGs is a source of heating that
slows down the cooling of large quantities of gas in massive
galaxies, therefore quenching star formation. In this Paper
we specifically focus on the e!ect of AGN feedback as the
heating source. The feedback scheme is very simple (it is
largely inspired by Booth & Schaye (2009)), so that careful
comparison to observation can lead to the identification of
its limits.

The results of this analysis can be summarized in a few
points:

• Simulations without AGN feedback do not reproduce
the properties of observed BCGs. The simulated objects ap-
pear to be too massive, to large, to centrally concentrated
and they are all fast rotators.

• Including AGN feedback reduces stellar masses and ve-
locity dispersions. Galaxy half-light radii are only weakly
modified. The properties of this population of simulated
BCGs are very simular to those of real BCGs observed at
redshift z = 0. There are some small discrepancies only for
the most massive BCGs.

• The BCGs simulated in presence of AGN feedback are
surrounded by a very extended ICL (up to a few ! 100 kpc
from the centre) that accounts for 20" 60 % of stellar mass
associated to the total BCG+ICL component. A significant
fraction of the ICL can be detected only if deep observa-
tions which probe regions of surface brightness µV > 27
mag/arcsec!2 . However to detect the whole component even
deeper observations are needed.

• The objects in our sample match well the halo mass
vs. stellar mass relation even when the comparison is per-
formed by accounting for the total mass in BCG+ICL as in
Kravtsov et al. (2014).

• Most of the BCGs simulated in presence of AGN feed-
back are completely quenched early-type objects. However,
some of the BCGs form stars at rates similar to those in
observed star-forming BCGs (Liu et al. 2012). Again some
discrepancies with respect to the observations are only de-
tected for the most massive BCGs, whose stellare mass is
slightly to large for their low SFR. This might imply that
these massive objects acquire too much mass at high red-
shift, but are e"ciently quenched by AGN feedback at low
redshift.

• The BCGs simulated in presence of AGN feedback are
divided between fast and slow rotators as in the real Uni-
verse (Brough et al. 2011; Jimmy et al. 2013). The compar-
ison made in this Paper shows that the fast-to-slow rota-
tor fraction is smaller in the simulated sample than in the
(Jimmy et al. 2013) sample, however this result needs to be
updated by considering large observational data samples and
simulations with improved resolution.

The simple prescription for AGN feedback we adopted
manages to solve the most critical problem for the forma-
tion of BCGs: gas over-cooling triggering excessive star for-
mation at z < 1. Given its simplicity (spherical symmetry
of AGN activity, simple accretion rate formulae for super-
massive black holes, lack of kinetic energy injection or jets,
etc.) the model produces produces BCGs that closely match
those in the real Universe. The match appears to be some-
what worse when only the most massive BCGs are consid-
ered, as mentioned above. At the moment we cannot as-

λ!
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Fig. 9.— Merger status and angular momentum at the e↵ective
radius. BCGs are plotted as squares, and companions are plotted
as crosses. Plot symbols are scaled according to galaxy mass, with
a larger symbol indicating a higher dynamical mass. Plot symbols
are also color coded, with orange indicating a fast rotating galaxy,
and green indicating a slow rotating galaxy. Galaxies plotted on
the negative side of the x-axis are classified as not merging by the
G � M20 criteria, galaxies on the positive side of the x-axis are
classified as merging. There appears to be no correlation between
Merging and �Re.

companions, A1 and A2, have mass ratios of approxi-
mately 1:30 (A2) and 1:50 (A1) as compared to the cen-
tral brightest core (A4). We also find that neither of the
outer companion galaxies cross the threshold to be bound
to the central merging BCG system for any value of ↵,
and they are unlikely to merge in the future. Despite the
fact that the two outermost companions will not merge,
the central core still shows that this system is actively
merging and accreting matter.
For close merging galaxies such as BCG 1048, it is

reasonable to question whether the observed kinematic
properties, such as velocity dispersion, are artificially in-
flated by the ongoing merger. In N-body simulations it
appears that once galaxies reach a separation of 5 kpc,
the approximate distance of the cores in BCG 1048 is
2.5 kpc, their dispersion measurements could be overes-
timated by as much as 10% of their final value and their
velocity overestimated by less than 20% (Mihos 2000) of
their final relaxed value. So while it is possible that we
would measure a smaller �R for this galaxy 0.5 Gyrs in
the future, we would likely find the same velocity disper-
sion, and hence the same Mdyn. The measured ellipticity
is also likely to be a↵ected during the merging process,
causing the BCG to appear to be more elliptical because
we are observing two galaxies superimposed upon each
other. However artificially inflating the ellipticity would
only serve to increase the threshold for it to be consid-
ered a fast rotating galaxy, and would not accidentally
classify a slow rotating galaxy as a fast rotating galaxy.

4.1.3. Slow Rotators without Mergers

Our slow rotating galaxies have a similarly mixed
merging history. We see that BCGs 1042, 1050, 2001,
and 2039 are slow rotators with no evidence of a re-
cent merging event in the G � M20 classification, al-
though BCGs 2001 (SR) and 2039 (SR) show a signif-
icant amount of enhanced intra-cluster light. As our re-
sults are limited to within 1Re, we are uncertain if it is

just the core that is slowly rotating, or if the outer halo
is similarly slowly rotating. IFU measurements of the
extended discs seen in BCGs 2001 (SR) and 2039 (SR)
could help confirm the results of Bournaud et al. (2004)
in which they found that mergers tend to redistribute
angular momentum to the outer regions of a galaxy.

4.1.4. Slow Rotators with Mergers

BCGs 1027, 1066, and 2086 are slow rotating galaxies
currently undergoing a minor merging event according to
the G�M20 criteria. All three companions were found to
have a more than 50% chance of being bound to the BCG,
adding evidence to the possibility of a minor merger in
the future. Although we do not have enough spaxels with
S/N over 10 to determine the rotation of the companion
galaxy to BCG 2086, both BCGs 1027 and 1066 are slow
rotating BCGs with a fast rotating companions. BCG
1027 (FR) exhibits tidal tails in the residual photometry,
a slight velocity gradient seen in the BCG, and more
extreme rotation seen in the companion. The companion
to BCG 1066 (SR) is also a fast rotating galaxy, and
appears under visual inspection of the residuals to have
two cores, much like the case of BCG 1048 (FR).

4.2. Companion Rotation

Companions of BCGs 1066, 1027, and 1048 show clear
signs of rotation, both visually and in their �R results.
Every BCG companion that we have su�cient data to
measure �R is a fast rotating galaxy. Although we have
a limited number of spaxels to measure the rotation in
BCG 1066, the analysis presented in Brough et al. (2011)
provides more spaxels, showing that both companions of
1066 and 1027 are fast rotators. Our data indicates that
all elliptical galaxies near BCGs are fast rotators, how-
ever we have an admittedly small sample size of only 4
companion galaxies to make that determination. An ex-
amination of simulations including BCGs and their com-
panion’s rotation properties would be beneficial to de-
termine whether galaxy location (central vs. satellite) or
mass is a better predictor of high �Re.

4.3. Angular Momentum and Dynamical Mass

When comparing our measurements of �Re and Mdyn

to the SAURON and ATLAS3D sample (Figure 7), we
find that the majority of our sample is consistent with
their findings. However we find two galaxies that exist
well beyond the Mdyn = 1011.5M� limit seen in their re-
sults, as well as two galaxies right on the leading edge
of that apparent dynamical mass ceiling. Our results
suggest that �Re is independent of dynamical mass in
BCGs. We find this to be a surprising result if dry mi-
nor mergers are primarily responsible for both building a
galaxy’s mass and removing angular momentum. Larger
galaxies formed as a result of more mergers than smaller
galaxies, therefore they have a higher likelihood of los-
ing their initial angular momentum. Peng et al. (2010)
have also shown that above M⇤ = 1011M� there is a
change in the ratio of galaxy mass assembled via post
quenched galaxy mergers, also suggesting that these dry
major merging events could be responsible for removing
the angular momentum.
Conversely, Martizzi et al. (2012) have used simula-

tions to show that AGN are a possible mechanism for re-
moving angular momentum from large galaxies. Having

Irregularities in the galaxy’s 
light  distribution are 

morphological signatures of 
merging 

In!the!last!0.2Gyr!
(Lotz!et.!al.,!2008)!

Is the angular momentum a good indicator of ongoing mergers? 
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Jimmy et. al. (2013) 
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Accretion histories from stellar population 
gradients  

Flat gradients are the result of major 
dissipationless mergers. 
 Met gradient < -0.3  

Met!

R!

R!

Met!
Steep gradients could be due to a core 
collapsed formation or major mergers  
Involving high fractions of gas. 
Met gradient > -0.4 

Kobayashi et. al. 2004, Hopkins et. al. 2009, 
Hirschmann in prep.   
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Oliva)Altamirano!et.!al.!(submiled)!

Age and metallicity estimations  

Models:!Vazdekis!et.!al.!2010!
Library:!MILES!Sánchez)Blázquez!et.!al.!2006!
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The!galaxy!is!
divided!into!annuli!
that!follow!flux!!

The!result:!one!
spectrum!per!

annulus!!

Method$$

Age!and!metallicity!per!
spectrum!as!a!funcAon!of!

radius!
!
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BCGs have high central metallicities and intermediate central ages. 

The!central!stellar!populaAons!are!very!
different!compared!to!those!of!early)type!

galaxies.!!

BCG![Fe/H]=0.22±0.01!

[Fe/H]=)0.12±0.02!

BCG!Age=6.4±0.4!Gyr!

Age=11.5±1.3!Gyr!
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BCGs have shallow stellar population gradients. 

The!stellar!populaAon!gradients!!
are!similar!to!those!of!early)type!galaxies!at!

the!same!mass.!!

Gradient!=!)0.3!!

BCG!Δ[Fe/H]=)0.13±0.04!

Δ[Fe/H]=)0.22±0.04!

BCG!ΔAge=0.06±0.05!!

ΔAge=0.05±0.05!!
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Difference!!
In!the!central!!

Stellar!PopulaAons!

Merger Histories  

Early:$type$galaxies:$
Old–metal!poor!central!stellar!populaAons.!
Shallow!stellar!populaAon!gradients.!!
!
Agrees!with!early)type!galaxy!simulaAons:!
Naab!et.!al.!2013,!Hirschmann!et.!al.!2013,!
Peeple!et.!al.!2014.!
!
They!experience!passive!accreAon!histories!
(No!star!formaAon!since!z!=!2).!

Brightest$cluster$galaxies:$
Intermediate!age)metal!rich!central!stellar!!
PopulaAons.!
Shallow!stellar!populaAon!gradients.!!
!
Disagrees!with!SAM!De!Lucia!et.!al.!2007!!
Agrees!with!Tonini!et.!al.!2012.!
!
They!experience!ac?ve!accreAon!histories!
(Star!formaAon!up!to!z!=!1).!

8 C. Tonini et al.

Figure 4. Star formation activity of the model BCGs from z = 0.02 to z = 1.63. Left column: distribution of the instantaneous star
formation rate (SFR). Right column: distribution of the instantaneous specific star formation rate (sSFR). On the y-axis we plot the
fraction of BCGs in a given bin of star formation rate/specific star formation rate.

c! 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000



Conclusions 
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Oliva)Altamirano!et.!al.!(submiled)!

The dense environments where BCGs evolve allow them to experience 
many mergers in time. These ongoing accretion events will trigger 
star formation at z > 1 resulting in intermediate central ages, and 
will disrupt the metallicity gradients at z < 1.�



This is what we don’t know... 

•  Are!this!models!suitable!to!study!BCGs?!
•  When!did!exactly!the!SF!quenched?!
•  What!is!going!on!out!side!1!Re?!
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Outline 

•  IntroducAon!
•  Stellar!mass!growth!of!Brightest!Group!and!
Cluster!Galaxies.!

•  AccreAon!Histories!of!Brightest!Cluster!
Galaxies.!

•  Summary!
•  Upcoming!research!!
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Summary  
•  BCGs!provide!criAcal!tests!for!galaxy!formaAon!and!evoluAon!models.!

•  BCGs! grow!at! fast! rate! from! z! =! 1! to! z! =! 0.5! slowing!down! in! the! last! 5!
billion!years.!!

•  BCGs! experiment! an$ ac?ve$ accre?on$ history$ throughout! their! cosmic!
Ame.!These!mergers!contribute!to!the!growth!of!stellar!mass! in!Ame.!At!
high$redshi@s! the!BCG!stellar!mass! is!accreted!mostly$by$major$mergers$
(Lidman!et!al.,!2013;!Burke!&!Collins,!2013).!At!lower$redshi@s$their!stellar!
mass!growth!is!a!result!of!minor$mergers$(Edwards!&!Palon,!2012).!
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Outline 

•  IntroducAon!
•  Stellar!mass!growth!of!Brightest!Group!and!
Cluster!Galaxies.!

•  AccreAon!Histories!of!Brightest!Cluster!
Galaxies.!

•  Summary!
•  Upcoming!research!!
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Upcoming work... 

σ!
300!100!

La!Barbera!et.!al.!2014!

Groups!!

Clusters!!

1.  What!is!the!influence!of!environment!on!the!angular!
momentum!and!stellar!populaAons!of!central!galaxies?!!

2.  Are!BGGs!simply!a!step!in!the!evoluAon!of!BCGs!or!do!
they!have!disAnct!accreAon!histories?!



Upcoming work... 

•  SPIRAL IFU Observations (May 2012) 

 18 Brightest Group Galaxies 
from the GAMA. 
•   Kinematics 
•   Central stellar populations 
•  Stellar population 

gradients 
•  Other properties of the 

group: dominance, 
masses, emission lines. 

48!Anglo!Australian!Telescope!(AAT)!



New!Australian!IFUs!!
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First!Public!Data!Release!
107!galaxies!!
hlp://sami)survey.org/edr!!

Puts!together!13!fused!
hexabundles!each!containing!
61!fibers.!
FOV!1!deg2!
3000!galaxies!across!a!large!
range!of!environment.!



New!Australian!IFUs!!
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1000!hexagonal!lenslets!in!a!
rectangular!array.!
!
FOV!!
15.3!X!28.3!arcsec,!0.7”!
sampling!
27.4!X!50.6!arcsec,!1.25”!
sampling!
!
science/instruments/current/
koala/overview!
!

KOALA!Kilofibre!OpAcal!AAT!Lenslet!Array!



�
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hlp://www.aao.gov.au/conference/massive)galaxies)2015!!


